
 
 

After a farewell to Lucy, we spend a few days 
gathering our thoughts, consolidating materials, 
and preparing for our upcoming visit to Kallasin, 
where we will be hosted by Moral Bike founders, 
Krootoom and Krootoo.  
 
We visited the Botanical Gardens and forest of 
Ubon ratchantani where we felt renewed 
optimism and gratitude, to see the work being 
done to preserve local trees, reforest and protect  
Thailand's nature. We took some tree seeds to be 
planted at Gaia Ashram. 
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Awareness 
To be aware that we all are 
part of nature and that 
everything is connected. 
 
Love 
Nature is our home our life and 
it’s amazingly beautiful. Loving 
nature is loving ourselves. 
 
Respect 
All living and non-living beings 
have their role to play in 
sustaining the web of life. 
All deserve respect. 
 
Care 
Human also have a role to play 
in sustaining the web of life. 
We need to take care of 
nature. 

Our values 
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We are picked up by Krootoom, from 
Moral Bike, who has just finished a  
Buddhist mindfullness retreat with 
some of her students and her 8-year-
old niece, Cartoon. I am already 
inspired to hear that she takes 
teenagers to learn meditation!  
We arrived to Krootoom's parents 
house, where we will be hosted for the 
next 8 days. Her father was a school 
principle, but has taken early 
retirement to dedicate his time to 
organic farming with his wife. The 
location is beautiful, the house is 
surrounded by lush green banana, 
mango, papaya, coconut, lime and local-
cherry trees. Galangal, chillies, ginger, 
tumeric and fresh greens line the beds, 
lemon grass, mint and a large area 

Green Hope & Inspiration 
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dedicated to organic dragon fruit 
production!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
The house where we stay is beautifully 
designed & overlooks 3 large ponds 
where they breed fish, rice fields 
(where the buffalo come to graze) and 
on to the temple and the distant 
village. They tell us about how they 
meet weekly with 10 other local 
farmers to discuss organic options, 
share news and ideas, go on exposure 
trips, do trainings and support each 
other.  

   Organic Oasis 
 
We stay at Krootoom’s & 
her parents farm. It is a 
little oasis & food forest in 
the making. It is dry season 
in Thailand, temperatures 
are up to 37 Celsius. Here 
it is much cooler because of 
all the plants, trees & the 
waterharvesting ponds they 
had dug.  
It shows us it possible to 
regenerate the land & cool 
the Earth. We need trees & 
plants, they are vital for 
sustaining all life! 
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We have the chance to visit a local organic farm with 
them the following Saturday, and am very inspired to 
hear how the lady who runs it realized that the 
cassava was demanding too much work to plant, 
harvest, replant every year, and that the organic 
farming, which she transitioned to 3 years ago, is 
much more about maintenance and taking care of the 
soil. It is an inspiration to hear these stories and see 
the abundant results after such a short time. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

After the visit to these inspirational organic farmers 
we feel hope & inspired to start our 3-day program in 
the Khokklangnuea Primary School. The next morning 
we are met by about 40 excited, enthusiastic and 
friendly students, who are officially on holiday, but 
have joined our program for English and extra points 
from the head master!  

Fortunately the 
organic movement is 
growing fast in 
Thailand as it is 
actively supported  
by the government  
& the King. 
 

Together we weave our Stories. We can choose 
to create stories of hope, inspiration & healing. 
Lets tell new stories together. Stories that heal 
the land, ourselves & all beings!

 
Graph of organic land area over time 

Organic farmer in front of her Dragonfruit & lemongrass 



 

We start with a name game, an introduction to 
The Spirit of the Maekong Journey and why we 
are here, and before long, they are excitedly 
asking us “What is this?” (with their new English 
vocab), pointing out trees, leaves, frogs and the 
dam which the school is next to, and filling in the 
questionnaires provided.  
We soon realize how much they enjoy acting, and 
are all thoroughly entertained by their 
performances during our nature charades game: 
“Mountain”, “Rain”, Ants Marching”, “Spider 
spinning a Web” amongst others. These kids love 
nature! They share their favorite nature spots and 
activities with us, and each draw their Happy 
Nature picture.  
The next day, around 50 enthusiastic friendly 
children are waiting for us (our popularity is 
growing!) We learn about the water cycle, 
interacting with the different stages and dancing 
through the cycle. We also visualize the water 
spirit in balance and think about all the animals 
and life that depend on water (including us). With 
the expansive dam literally next to the school, 
water is a constant presence here, cooling the air, 
providing fish, irrigation but also flooding.  
Later we spend some 
time talking about Sad 
Nature. Again, we are 
amazed by their 
expressive acting skills, 
as two of the youngest 
girls hop around as 
little rabbits under the forest of trees, performed 
by the older children, but choke and die when the 
forest fire comes. There is a hush and a sadness 
that sensitizes us all to the reality of this 
problem.  

   Watercycle 

    Acting Nature 

            Lets take care of nature 
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Each child draws their Sad 
Nature picture & they share 
them with each other. As 
we end the day, we ask the 
children which side they 
choose, sad or happy 
nature? Promising tomorrow 
we will have some ideas to 
help nature be more happy. 
 
 
The third and last day is a day of action! We 
prepare the children, who can barely contain their 
excitement to plant trees, by showing them 
“What trees give us and What a tree needs”, then 
we head to the school's little vegetable garden 
and dig holes, plant trees, add manure, mulch 
them, bring water and laugh a lot!  
 

 
  “May all beings be free from suffering!” 

 Gaia School                  
       Asia  
  
Educational Process: 
 
Total awareness: 
 
Awareness in the mind 
Awareness in the Heart 
Awareness in Action 
 
To reach learning through 
Total Awareness our 
Educational programs  
follows 7 steps: 
 

1) Introduction &  
trust building 

2) Happy Nature 
3) Sad Nature 
4) Inspirations/ 

Positive Examples 
5) Flower for the Earth 
6) Collective Action 
7) Celebration 



We stop for a sweet tamarind and 
milk snack, requesting that the 
children keep their milk tetra-
pack cartons. At the end of the 
day, each child fills the cut-open 
milk box with soil and plants their 
tamarind seed, to take home with 
them to care for during the holidays. We 
hope these little seeds grow into big trees 
that bear sweet fruits and shade!  
 
After the lunch break, the children return 
with cardboard boxes as we requested 
them to bring. We draw Our Flowers for 
The Earth, committing in their groups to 
looking after the trees they have just 
planted.  
 

 

We then delve into mask making with the 
recycled cardboard boxes. Using just the 
card, some string, a few crayons, glues and 
natural materials, the children transform 
into a variety of beings! From deer to 
tiger, rabbits and a bird and one 
mushroom! Each 'being' joins the circle 
and expresses themselves through a 
gesture. We then have the chance to hear 
a message from these animals to the 
children. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 “Please don't burn the forest,” says one 
creature. “Thank you for planting trees!” 
says another. “Please don't throw rubbish 
in the river.” says another. It is a moving 
and beautiful council. 
 
Much gratitude was expressed, to the 
school for hosting us, and to Krootoom and 
Krootoo from Moral Bike, for all their hard 
work, the delicious lunches and meals, 
their support and smiles each day! 
 The children depart happily, some still 
wearing their masks, to enjoy their 
holidays!  
 

 

(Continued) 

     Council of All Beings 

 We offer our flower to the Earth! 
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Much gratitude was expressed, to the school for hosting us, and to Krootoom 
and Krootoo from Moral Bike, for all their hard work, the delicious lunches and 
meals, their support and smiles each day! The children depart happily, some 
still wearing their masks, to enjoy their holidays!  

 
 
Many thanks to Khokklangnuea School & Moral Bike for creating 
this opportunity for us & for their support in this journey! 
 
After 3 full-on days, we are tired but very happy. We reflect on how 
different the education system, social system and thinking is in Thailand 
compared to Laos. It has been a very rewarding experience to see the Total 
Awareness process in action for 3 full days, to see how well-received it was, to 
the “clicks” of raised awareness in children's minds, to see how much they 
enjoyed themselves and to experiment with new materials! The mask making 
was a great success, bound to be repeated soon! 
 
After a day-off and a visit to a local organic dragon-fruit and mango farm, we 
dive into a 3 day youth-workshop with Moral bike. There are 11 participants 
aged 16-25 who are all part of Moral Bike. Moral Bike is a project that was 
started 7 years ago, by the lovely couple, Krootoo and Krootoom. They share a 
love for bicycles and nature, are both teachers in secondary schools and are 
passionate about sharing this love for nature with the local youth. They do this 
through various activities, cycling around to raise awareness of global warming, 
clothes-collection during the cold season, reduced use of packaging in all their 
activities, music and much more! They maintain long-term relationships with the 
members of the group, and many of the older members have started their own 
eco-projects or are training to become teachers. 
 
 
 
 



We spend 3 intense days, sharing about ourselves, our communities, our villages, 
and our cultures.  We start with gratitude (happy nature), later reflect about 
our concerns (sad nature), and moving on to positive action planning. Each day 
we do some hands-on around the gardens to help Krootoom's parents, mulching 
the newly planted pond edge on one day. Learning to make compost on another. 
I am amazed at the independence and skills of these youth- driving tractors 
and handling tools at a very early age!  
 

 
 
We also spend a day at a local forest (the group travelled there by bicycle of 
course!), where we see the incredible endeavors of the local forestry 
department, 400 000 trees planted! We do our activities and nature connection 
work next to their tree nurseries full of baby trees. 
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We discover that Moral Bike 
loves music! So we have a 
concert and performance with 
their local talented guitarists, 
singers, saxophonist and more. I 
am touched by the way the 
older boys invite the younger 
ones to play also, noticing that 
every single person in the group 
had a chance to perform 
(including me!). I reflect on how 
celebration and music were also critical 
in my youth to form my spirit and to 
connect me to myself, others and 
nature. 3 days of connecting, listening, 
sharing and learning, morning yoga, 
delicious food. I feel a strong sense of 
community spirit as we shared the work 
and tasks of the day, cooked together, 
cleaned together, prepared the learning 
space together and much more. Much 
laughter and giggles about English-Thai 
language barriers and pronunciation, 
many smiles and music shared has made 
me feel a deep connection to this group 
of inspired  youth.  
 
And all too quickly, the 3 days are over, 
and we are waving goodbye to the 
group, bicycles on the back of a pickup 
as they head back to their villages with 
big plans to build gardens, plant trees, 
clean up their street of rubbish, save 

The next day, we say a final 
goodbye to Krootoom and Krootoo, 
our wonderful, supportive and 
generous hosts. The back of the 
pick-up truck filled with young-
mango trees, many dragon-fruit 
cuttings, our backpacks and a few 
new posters to add to the materials! 
We head back to Gaia Ashram to 
plant these new plants in the 
ground and to reflect on the seeds 
we have been planting in the hearts 
of many people and children along 
this journey.  And to nourish and 
care for the tiny seeds of 
inspiration that are germinating in 
our own hearts.  
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“With love, respect and gratitude in our 
hearts, with joy and care, with the concerns 
we have for the consequences of our 
lifestyles to nature and all beings, with the 
willingness to share and bring awareness to 
friends, families and others and to deepen 
the love, respect and connection to nature 
amongst ourselves, the children and the 
youth, we founded Gaia School Asia and 
dedicate our work to nature, all beings and 
the future generations of our beautiful 
planet Earth.” 

 

Thanks to Moral Bike, Krootoom & Krootoo, their parents, 
Khokklangnuea School & all those who have been supporting the Spirit 
of the Maekong Journey. 

Here is the link to the youtube 
slideshow of Khokklangnuae: 
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=ft0QT3KrIjw&spfreload=10 
 


